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.. a told us. I think he'd a tojtd us lot of things. "Why didn't you
asjj him where he went and go.t it?" (interruption) His sores were alright.
I said, (sentence not clear)

FjLrst time I ever went to the hospital,

I said, "Long as my folks lived-, we didn't know nothing aboat the
doctor." We never did.know, we always go get

somebody.
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(I've been wanting to ask somebody.. Back in those old days, what did
the folks use to keep stuff in. They didn't have bottles like we have'
»
now, did they?)
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No, they didn't!.
PRESERVATION OF FOODS
(And cans and jugs.

I just wonder what they.kept all their stuff in.)

I don't know either. .I've wondered that myself. Another thing they
kill a hog or anything they Want. I don't care how that time was. If
they had one to kill, they'd kill it.
(That's right.)
Look it up, you know. Anymore, you know, people donl*t know what to do
with it. Didn't have ice box--
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(That's right, a freezer.)
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Yeah, freezer, something. They just cook it up, you know,-and let it set
in that grease, you know. And anymore when you go to the hospital,
they don't see no grease, no (word not clear) nothing. They put you
J

on a diet, (sentence not clear). You have to obey or not go back home.
(That's right. No, you marvel" at how they got by. They all were healthy.)
And they had, I can remember, you know, there used to be lot of hogs
and they,had lot of meat in the wintertime and they eat all the wanted,
not just a piece around. Well, it was just a platter full.
and things like that just plentiful then, you know.
(Yeah.) ' .
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